ABSTRACT: In this study, analysis results described in the companion paper was used to determine shapes of room-and-pillar underground structure. To select optimized shapes, structural stability, space applicability and vehicle applicability were considered. In the structural stability step, ratio between strength and stress of the pillar and the critical strain at the roof span were adopted. The space applicability was used to retain the sufficient space of underground structure as its purpose is for human activity. The vehicle applicability was used to consider a radius for rotation of construction equipments in the room-and-pillar underground structure. From the given procedure in this study, proper shapes of rock pillar and room can be selected to design supports at the pillar and roof.
서 론
⋅Critical strain at each step -Level 0 : logεc=-0.25logE-1.96 -LevelⅠ : logεc=-0.25logE-1.59 -LevelⅡ : logεc=-0.25logE-1.22 -LevelⅢ : logεc=-0.25logE-0.85 ※ Level 0 is evaluated from the difference between Level I and Level II (0.37).
Fig. 2.
Relationship between critical strain and deformation coefficient (Sakurai, 1995) 여기서,   은 파괴시의 축방향 응력,   는 구속응력, 는 암반의 점착강도, 는 암반의 마찰각이다. (g) 1000×1000 m (h) 1100×1100 m 
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